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AFRICA-FRIDAY REFLECTIONS
"AFROCENTRIC THOUGHT"

BORN SEEKER, REJOICE, REJOICE!
TIEGO NWOKORO.
When you are born, you cry, and the

The crying resumes again at the inevitable

world rejoices. When you die, you

time of death. Yes, it would be painful for

rejoice, and the world cries.

those left behind, and most will tear up.

– Buddhist saying.
When you die, hopefully you are the one
When you came into this universe, on

who will be celebrating because you will

the day of your birth, people were

be going to a higher plane. But if you have

celebrating

no idea what those gifts are, it becomes

because

they

had

high

hopes for you on this earth. As they

all

the

more

challenging,

primarily

were celebrating, you stopped crying.

because you are walking a path you do not

As you stopped crying, you started

understand. We should be able to give an

crawling; walking; talking; learning and

account and remember how you had

discovering what you are here for.

blessed the world with your gifts.

The date of your birth can solve a lot of

It’s a royal affair.

mysteries about you and help you

In the olden days, birthday rituals were

understand your surroundings.

solely reserved for kings and nobility
members. But over the years, birthday

Every season contributes something

celebrations became more commonplace,

new, as does your emotional reaction

although still the upper echelons of

to each season. Your birthday season is

society would be the ones with the means

nothing short of refreshing. It is after

to splash out in celebration. Folklore has

all, your solar return. Your birthday

it that birthdays have been noted since

literally marks the moment that the

the prehistoric eras.

sun returns to where it was on the
Wheel of the Zodiac when you were

With

born. On an energetic level, it is one of

comes ceremonies, whether big or small.

those days where we feel free to do

It is believed that the celebration of

what we desire and those around us

birthdays

tacitly give us permission to do just

except the celebrant was not celebrating

that for the most part. How would it be

the day of their entering the earth. Rather

if we would all live in this heightened

they would be celebrating the day of

awareness

each

ascending to the throne; their coronation

other space and allowing each other to

so to speak, and anniversaries thereof

express or connect even with the not-

afterwards as birthdays. This was not

so-shiny parts of ourselves.

their birth into the world, but their

every

day?

Giving

celebration

started

or

in

commemoration

historic

Egypt,

“birth” as a god. On this day, they would
"We should be able to give an account
and remember how you had blessed the
world with your gifts."
Most people celebrate or at least
acknowledge their day of birth in some
way. Recently, we have all been
required to celebrate quite differently
for nearly two years due to the
pandemic, but birthdays are still a
universally celebrated milestone in our
lives.

wear

a

crown.

The

tradition

still

continues today among ordinary birthday
celebrants.
The idea of celebrating the date of your
birth is a pagan tradition. In fact, many,
for example Christians, did not celebrate
birthdays historically because of that link
to paganism. Since nearly all of the first
Christians were Jewish, this may to an
extent explain why the celebration of
Jesus' birth would not be consistent with
that early custom.

Even Christmas was not among the

However, you get to reflect on the past

earliest festivals of the Church either.

season; savour the present (and presence
of loved ones); and set your intentions for

Many pagan cultures also thought that

your new age. A birthday is a time to

days of major change, such as these

celebrate birth itself. We express thanks

“birth” days, welcomed evil spirits. So

for being born and still being alive.

candles were lit in response to these
spirits, almost as if they represented a
light in the darkness. By implication,
this

means

that

the

celebrations

"Needless to say, the day encapsulates the
past, present and a transition to a new
age."

started as a form of protection. The
well-wishes, gifts and birthday cards
were used as a counterbalance for the
untoward spirits. How about some
good cheer to drive the darkness
away? Cheers to that!

cake for everyone thanks to The
Revolution,

newer

means

ingredients

such

ways of interpreting our reality with the
benefit of hindsight. Experience has the
power of rooting one in confidence. Even
at that, we still encounter young children

Be that as it may, much later there was
French

As we progress in life, we are blessed with

which

brought

of

baking

and

as

refined

sugar

became more accessible too in that
part of the world. With resultant mass
production, it was soon affordable
even for the lower class in society to
mark their birthdays with a cake. If
there is anything that convincingly
marks a birthday, it is cake with
candles!
Age is nothing but a number.
So the table has been set; friends
gathered; confetti scattered. The older
you get; it seems the less enthusiastic
you are to celebrate this dreaded day
ticking you closer to the end game.

that possess the wisdom of the elderly. We
cannot but ask why this boxing in age is
purposeful. Needless to say, the day
encapsulates the past, present and a
transition to a new age.
Not just a number.
Your

birthday

brings

recognition

and

celebration to your very existence on
earth. The day is so much more than a
measure of your age. It is primal and
intrinsically tied to our identity. With the
unique number sequence of your birth,
you can discover great secrets of how the
world

operates.

There

is

a

universal

blueprint that runs in the background of
our lives and the date of your birth can
unlock it for you. We all have different
paths and experiences through our life.

Having the wisdom and methods to

Your social media walls will also be alive

approach some questions about yourself

with activity, phone ringing off the hook

can be of great benefit.

as you take center stage on the day.
These

recognitions

and

celebrations

Ennealogy is the knowledge that allows

bring us closer no matter what kind

you to become aware of the arrangement

rituals we engage in. They symbolise

of layers (swaddling), and with it you can

group belonging and consolidation.

identify what controls your personal
temperaments and build your toolkit. I

To

believe that we can better understand

children

the

treats.There is one I particularly like,

world

around

us

by

observing

numerical patterns in our daily lives.

celebrate,

in

wake

some
up

traditions

with

special

which is a patty made from mashed
sweet potato and eggs fried in palm oil,

"The day is so much more than a measure
of your age. It is primal and intrinsically
tied to our identity."

oh what a treat! In the later part of the
birthday,

many

celebrants

normally

arrange birthday parties where there is
food,

drinks

and

singing

of

happy

birthday and “ke party ya mang kadi
Your life path number will give you
access

to

your

spiritual

gifts

kuku tsa’o fya, hurray!”.

and

abilities. You will know your strengths

It may not all be song and dance year in,

and weaknesses; what you attract; what

year out, and sometimes your birthday

challenges you might face. There are a

may roll around amidst loneliness and

variety

strife, but even then the energy can be

of

such

numbers

that

can

empower you to get closer to yourself.

used

to

wipe

the

slate

clean

and

immerse one in self-care. There are a
We can see our birthday as just another

lot of powerful energies present around

number, or regard it as a magical time of

our birthday, we should take advantage

renewal and recommitment to our Self,

and maximize the potential of these

the continued development of our full

energies. One of the ways to leverage

potential.

this period is with specific spiritual
practices to close off the past year and

On your birthday, not even the weather

intentionally pave the way to your new

can get in the way of your celebrations!

year. It will benefit you to observe what

Nothing

is happening around and within you

beats

a

great

birthday

celebration with well-wishers, friends
and family.

before your birthday.

There are many rituals that are beneficial
to do around the time of the anniversary
of your birth. This is whether you
actually celebrate the day or not. For
instance, if you make a list of everything
you are deciding to leave behind, your
intentions will be greater and your
actions take on greater significance. The
return of the Sun inspires our Spirit with
new thoughts, ideas and magic for the
year to come.

"The transition to a new age indicates a
new stage in life, development, and
growth."
The transition to a new age indicates a
new stage in life, development, and
growth.

Empower

yourself

with

the

knowledge of Self so that your life is
enriched and your eventual departure
truly is a celebration of a fulfilled life. In
the meantime, enjoy the miracle of life
with gratitude each and every day.

Tiego Nwokoro.

